
   
Fx rates Last High Low % Daily %Weekly % YTD
EUR-USD 1.0210 1.0219 1.0203 -0.03 0.43 -10.20
GBP-USD 1.2076 1.2089 1.2065 -0.03 -0.60 -10.76
USD-JPY 135.03 135.3000 134.8900 -0.01 -0.87 -14.77
USD-CHF  0.9524 0.9545 0.9523 -0.14 0.90 -4.15

PX_LASTPX_CLOSE_1D
Commodities Last High Low % Daily %Weekly % YTD
Gold 1790.03 1795.11 1787.68 -0.24 1.40 -2.14
Silver 20.42 20.54 20.37 -0.49 1.80 -12.37
Crude Oil  89.51 90.70 89.37 -1.09 -1.27 25.08
Bitcoin 22942.58 23266.51 22683.10 -0.87 -0.19 -50.48
Etherium 1680.85 1716.06 1657.57 -0.95 0.07 -54.43

Period
USD LIBOR

US0001M Index EURIBOR
US0003M Index
US0006M Index Notes/Bonds
US0012M Index US

INTERVAL_PERCENT_CHANGELAST_PRICE PRIOR_CLOSE_MIDPX_HIGH PX_LOW CHG_PCT_1DCHG_PCT_1MCHG_PCT_YTD
Index Close % Daily % M YTD Futures % Change
DJIA 32774.41 -0.18 4.58 -9.81 32712.00 -0.09
S&P 4122.47 -0.42 5.72 -13.51 4118.25 -0.16
Nasdaq 12493.93 -1.19 7.38 -20.14 12997.75 -0.26
DJ EuroStoxx50 3715.37 -1.11 5.96 -13.56 3704.00 -0.32
FTSE 100 7488.15 0.08 4.06 1.40 7430.50 -0.27
CAC 40 6490.00 -0.34 7.21 -9.58 6463.50 N/A
DAX 13534.97 -0.44 3.54 -15.17 13488.00 -0.38
IBEX 35 8311.90 0.48 2.61 -4.61 8299.00 N/A
FTSE MIB 22488.49 -1.05 3.28 -17.77 22440.00 N/A
Nikkei 27819.33 -0.65 4.91 -3.38 27790.00 -0.61
Hang Seng 20003.44 -2.50 -10.23 -16.64 19489.00 -2.67
DFM General 3385.47 0.03 8.93 5.97 N/A N/A
MSCI Tadawoul 12329.99 0.27 8.00 9.29 N/A N/A

PRIOR_CLOSE_MID CHG_PCT_1DCHG_PCT_5DCHG_PCT_YTD
Leb. Mrkts Closing Px High Low % Daily % Weekly YTD
Solidere A 59.60 60.00 59.00 0.67 -0.66 83.77
Solidere B 59.80 59.85 59.75 2.13 0.76 79.47

PX_YEST_HIGHPX_YEST_LOW
Company Ticker Market Cap Date Time Estimate Year Ago
Walt Disney DIS US $ 187 B 10-Aug-22 After-mkt 0.94 0.80
Manulife Fin. MFC US $ 33 B 10-Aug-22 After-mkt 0.60 0.68
Coupang, Inc. CPNG US $ 31 B 10-Aug-22 After-mkt -0.11 -0.13
Franco-Nevada FNV US $ 23.8 B 10-Aug-22 After-mkt 0.96 0.96
Fox Corporation FOXA US $ 19.5 B 10-Aug-22 Pre-mkt 0.78 0.65

CAE Inc. CAE US $ 8 B 10-Aug-22 Pre-mkt 0.18 0.15

CyberArk Soft. CYBR US $ 5.6 B 10-Aug-22 Pre-mkt -0.95 -0.45
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IT- Inflation Rate Final JUL
US- Mortgage Applications AUG
US- Consumer Price Index JUL
US- Core Consumer Price Index JUL
US- Wholesale Inventories JUN
US- Monthly Budget Statement JUL
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What does Anticipating a Recession Means For an Investor
If you anticipate a recession, then there are two ways to think about investing.
You can either play defense or you can take advantage of opportunity.
From a defensive standpoint, here are few points to remember:
- Make sure you have an emergency fund set aside, so that you won’t be forced
to sell investments at the worst possible time.
- Avoid or reduce exposure to speculative stocks and those that have a lot of debt
and consider holding some companies in the defensive sectors such as
healthcare, utilities and consumer staples.
From an opportunity advantage side, few ideas that can help out:
- Choose companies that perform well long-term and that have some
combination of industry leadership, competitive advantage, good margins and
cash flows.
- If a stock you are interested in is trading at a large discount relative to your
estimate of fair value, dollar cost averaging can be a good way to slowly build a
position in it during volatile markets.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA  
The Nasdaq closed down on Tuesday after a dismal forecast from Micron
Technology pulled chip makers and tech stocks lower as investors await U.S.
inflation data that could lead the Federal Reserve to further tighten its efforts
to curb inflation. Micron falls on lowered revenue forecast. Novavax tumbles
after cutting revenue view by half.

EUROPE
European shares dipped on Tuesday as investors cautiously waited for key U.S.
inflation data later in the week for hints on the Federal Reserve's next move
on interest rate increases. While Tech stocks lead losses, Sanofi slips on drug
trial pause. IWG plummets as analysts wary of recovery.

ASIA 
Stocks fell across Asia and the dollar steadied on Wednesday as investors were
reluctant to make moves ahead of the release of U.S. inflation data that could
point to the Federal Reserve's appetite for more aggressive rate hikes.

EURUSD 
The crucial US CPI report is scheduled for release later during the early North
American session Today. The data would be looked upon for fresh clues about
the Fed's policy outlook and play a key role in influencing the near-term USD
price dynamics.

GBPUSD
It is another quiet day ahead of the UK economic calender. There are no UK
economic indicators to provide the Pound with direction. While the focus
remains on UK Q2 GDP and manufacturing and industrial production figures,
which could define the next BoE policy move, US CPI numbers will have a
material impact on the GBP/USD pair. Recent US economic indicators placed
monetary policy divergence in favor of the dollar. However, weak CPI numbers
could ease pressure on the FED divergence in favor of the Pound.

USDJPY
USD/JPY is seeing its consolidation phase as looked for following strength to
just shy of the psychological 140.00 barrier. In the view of analysts at Credit
Suisse, weakness stays seen as a correction in the long-term uptrend, although
this may persist for some time yet.


